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perfectly placed protection. PATENT PENDING

The Need
Today’s women face a fast paced world, one that places many demands on their daily life. The cell 
phone has made managing these challenges much easier, and many women’s phones contain their 
entire lives. Unfortunately fashion and circumstances make it often difficult to keep cell phones 
safe, secure, comfortable, and ready to be accessed. Women are often forced to carry their phones 
in their hands, jam it in a pocket (if they have any) or tuck it away in their bra. 

The SoluTioN
The answer to this problem is BoobiTrap, a stylish, safe and secure way for women to carry their cell phone, 
credit cards, money, ID, passport, and many other items. 

Independent, lab-certified radiation shielding blocks over 99.96% of the radiation emitted from their •	
cell phone.  The BoobiTrap protects women from potentially harmful radiation.

RFID Shielding Technology, helping keep your personal information safe.•	
BoobiTrap’s proprietary comfort neoprene housing is hydrophobic, protecting the contents from water •	
or perspiration.

Engineered snaps ensure that the cell phone and other valuables remain in place. The BoobiTrap is •	
securely fastened to the bra strap or tank preventing it from falling out. 

Value
BoobiTrap helps women keep their phone and digital life safe, close, and secure. Whether working out at 
the gym, on the job, a sporting event, a walk on the beach, a night on the town, or just running errands 
BoobiTrap provides perfectly placed protection.

FeaTureS
BoobiTrap is available in 5 stylish patterns and 2 sizes, with custom designs available. Two interior pockets 
carry the cell phone and other valuables in separate compartments. The top flap and engineered snaps keep 
contents safely in place. Integrated radiation and RFID protection comes standard on all BoobiTraps. The 
heavy-duty outer strap and snaps ensure BoobiTrap is securely affixed to a sports bra, bra strap or tank top.


